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The Domain Name System (DNS) has seen profound changes over the past 20 years. DNS
has become a critical service on enterprise networks, while also becoming dauntingly
complex. Worse, the service is a favorite target of hackers, and some implementations are
rife with security vulnerabilities.
This situation threatens the availability of all applications on enterprise networks that rely
on DNS, which is basically all IP-based business applications. To address this, enterprises
are advised to consider an appliance-based approach to delivering DNS, an approach
similar to the way they currently deploy and manage other core network functions, such
as routing, switching, and firewalling.

Introduction
Over the 20-year history of the Domain Name System, DNS has seen enormous changes.
Riding TCP/IP’s coattails, DNS has gone from the ARPAnet’s unique naming service to the
standard naming service on almost all corporate networks. DNS has also become much
more complicated, with the extension of the original protocol and increasing complexity in
the software components that make up DNS infrastructure. And, unfortunately, the service
is increasingly at risk, with more attacks directed at name servers with each passing year.
Together, these factors argue for a fundamental change in the way we deliver DNS on
our networks.
The Domain Name System began its life as a replacement for the ARPAnet’s HOSTS.TXT
file, a single text file that contained the names and addresses of all hosts on the ARPAnet.
DNS offered better scalability, enhanced functionality, and the ability to distribute
management of the overall database among multiple organizations connected to the
network. These same traits suited DNS for use within corporate networks, and as network
managers adopted TCP/IP as their standard networking protocol suite, DNS was soon to
follow, replacing internal host tables and proprietary naming services.

Ever-Increasing Dependence...
As critical business applications moved to TCP/IP, and as many traditional Internet services
became mission-critical, companies came to rely—sometimes unknowingly—on DNS.
Nearly all networked applications, from enterprise resource planning (ERP) to sales force
automation software, now depend on DNS. Moreover, most companies have come to rely as
heavily on electronic mail and the Web as on more conventional “production” applications.
With the introduction of Active Directory, even the corporate desktop depends on DNS.
Computers that are members of an Active Directory domain find their Domain Controllers
by looking up special records in DNS. If a computer can’t find those records, it can’t find
a Domain Controller—and consequently can’t access any of the domain’s services. This
could mean that the user of the computer can’t even log in.
This dependence will only increase over time. The Internet Engineering Task Force is
working on new applications of DNS, including the use of DNS to deliver call completion
information to voice-over-IP phones. When your ability to make a phone call depends on
name resolution, DNS must be every bit as reliable as a dial tone.
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Despite its critical nature, companies chronically under-invest in DNS. Most large
companies spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on core routers and other network
infrastructure, but balk at the thought of spending a few thousand on a name server.
The irony is that some of these network infrastructure components, in turn, rely on DNS!
This neglect encompasses more than the direct, financial cost of DNS infrastructure. Within
many companies, there is no clear accountability for DNS: Either several organizations
share responsibility for supporting the service, or no one has explicit responsibility for
it. Most companies also lack documentation of their DNS infrastructure or have only
inadequate network diagrams showing nothing more than the physical location of their
name servers. In some cases, this oversight is not due to carelessness, but exists simply
because no one person really understands the DNS architecture completely.

...Meets Increasing Complexity
That no one in the company has a complete grasp of the
DNS architecture shouldn’t surprise us: DNS has become
dauntingly complex over the past 20 years. The BIND name
server—by far the most common implementation of a DNS
server—was originally documented in a Unix manual page
that you could read while your morning coffee cooled. The
documentation for the latest version of the BIND name
server, called the Administrators Reference Manual, or
ARM, is 79 pages long. This dramatic increase reflects
support for extensions to the original DNS protocol, new
security mechanisms, and other features.
O’Reilly & Associates’ DNS and BIND has suffered the same fate as BIND and the ARM
(understandably, since the book documents both DNS and its BIND implementation).
The first edition was 383 pages; the latest edition (the fifth) is 640. And even a thorough
understanding of DNS and BIND isn’t sufficient to make a competent DNS administrator.
A good administrator needs hands-on, operational experience running name servers, and
ideally an apprenticeship under a seasoned sys admin.
Consequently, few companies can afford the time it takes to groom a good DNS
administrator. The alternative is to buy the best DNS admin you can afford, but there
aren’t enough truly competent administrators to go around and the few there are
cost dearly. Even if you do land one, you’ll be betting a critical piece of your network
infrastructure on a single person.
An additional complication is that nearly all name servers require a general-purpose
server operating system. You can’t set up a name server without incurring the overhead
of administering a server OS. This includes securing, patching, and upgrading it—all of
which add up over the dozens of name servers on a typical enterprise network. If you’re
lucky enough to employ a DNS administrator who is also a capable system administrator,
you can pile the additional responsibility on his plate. Otherwise, you may need to
subcontract the duty to another organization, inside or outside the company. If you do,
you’ll have to share administrative access to the servers—if your system administration
group will give you that access at all.
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Threats to Availability
Working diametrically counter to your efforts to deliver a reliable service is an everlarger and more sophisticated community of hackers. Since 1997, when the first attack
against name servers was carried out, DNS has become a favorite target of hackers. The
Li0n worm, released in early 2001, used a vulnerability in the BIND 8 name server as
its primary vector for transmission. In fact, early versions of BIND were so riddled with
vulnerabilities that The SANS Institute and the FBI consistently rank these name servers
as the #1 threat to Unix hosts on the Internet.
Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks directed at name servers have also become frustratingly
common, cutting companies off from their customers. One massive DoS attack in
October 2002 cut off half of the Internet’s root name servers for hours—and the roots
are some of the hardiest name servers on the Internet. Less ambitious—though more
successful—DoS attacks against individual companies are now so common place that
they often go unreported. In addition to security risks, service availability is subject to
the same resiliency issues faced by other core network services. Software and hardware
redundancy must be implemented in any effective DNS architecture, a task that is
increasingly difficult given the growing complexity of the protocol and the generally
fragmented approaches to DNS across an enterprise.

The Bottom Line
This confluence of factors is a recipe for disaster. A critical network service has become
too complex to implement and manage on an enterprise scale, and too difficult to make
highly available as it is subject to increasing security attacks and resiliency concerns.
Enterprises need to begin thinking of DNS as core network infrastructure, the same way
they regard routing and switching. That done, it will become clear that a standardized DNS
deployment approach can provide the reliability expected from network infrastructure
services. This will require addressing both its complexity and availability.

COPING WITH COMPLEXITY
One way to deal with the complexity of DNS is through software that allows administrators
to manage the service centrally, rather than box-by-box, and a graphical user interface
(GUI) to insulate administrators from arcane and error-prone configuration and data file
formats. Traditional IP address management products have taken this approach. These
products usually provide delegation of control as well, allowing senior administrators to
delegate day-to-day data management tasks to more junior staff.
Unfortunately, these products typically ignore management of the platform on which
DNS relies. Patching, upgrading, and securing the operating system (or worse, operating
systems) are non-trivial aspects of providing DNS to a company. Offering a pretty GUI
for name server management without addressing the OS that supports the name server
can give you a vulnerable and unreliable infrastructure that is, nevertheless, correctly
configured. It is, as the old saying goes, like putting lipstick on a pig.
Appliance-based solutions traditionally solve the half of the problem that IP address
software management products don’t, eliminating most system administration tasks—but
then fail to simplify the configuration and management of dozens of name servers across
a network. While appliances are easily secured, upgraded, and scaled, most still require
cumbersome, box-by-box configuration.
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The Best of Both Worlds
Any complete solution must combine the best features of IP address management
software and appliances: a stable, secure, easily managed platform and a centralized
GUI. A particularly compelling approach is to deliver a web-based graphical user interface
directly from an appliance. The appliances may even share a single, powerful distributed
database that stores both protocol and appliance configuration. The user interface, which
you can run from any computer that supports a web browser, allows the configuration of
any (or all) of the appliances that access the distributed database—called a “grid.”
The appliance platform also lets administrators consolidate DNS onto a single platform,
eliminating interoperability problems, reducing the expense of maintaining name servers
based on multiple, general-purpose operating systems, and gaining clear vendor and
organizational accountability for the service.

Figure 1: Globally Managed, Distributed DNS Appliance Architecture.

ADDRESSING AVAILABILITY
Next, enterprises need to guarantee the availability of the service. This includes guarding
against both malice and accident: securing DNS infrastructure against attack and
designing that infrastructure to withstand failure and misconfiguration.

Securing DNS Infrastructure
Luckily, appliances not only eliminate most system administration tasks, many also
obviate securing the platform. Whereas securing a general-purpose operating system
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requires an extensive and specialized understanding of the OS, most appliances are
shipped with a secure configuration: running a minimal kernel, with no unnecessary
code or services. A secure DNS appliance, out-of-the-box, has no unnecessarily exposed
network ports and provides no shell access—access that can easily be parlayed into
administrative rights to the box. This makes building a bulletproof DNS infrastructure
much easier.
Keeping an appliance secure is also easier. With a general-purpose platform, your system
administrator assumes the responsibility for maintaining the security of the operating
system by tracking, reviewing, and applying all necessary patches, and upgrading system
software as required. With an appliance, the vendor handles this for you, incorporating all
relevant and necessary patches and software upgrades into new software releases. The
vendor even notifies you when upgrading is necessary, promptly alerting customers to the
availability of new software releases, and providing an explanation of the criticality and
applicability of the upgrade. In a grid, installing these releases is especially easy, as an
administrator can install a release across all members of the grid at once.

Figure 2: DNS Security Comparison: Server-Software Solutions vs. Appliances.

The default configuration of a DNS appliance can be more secure than the default for
software-based name servers, too. For example, recursion and zone transfers may be
disabled by default. Moreover, configuring DNS security mechanisms is simplified using
a GUI. Administrators can apply access lists to zone transfers, queries, and dynamic
updates without understanding the arcane syntax of the named.conf file.

Designing Resilient Infrastructure
Resiliency is closely related to security. A resilient DNS infrastructure helps prevent
service outages due to component failure, accidental misconfiguration, and premeditated
attack; it can even facilitate easy recovery.
DNS appliances offer several features unique among name servers. For example, DNS
appliances support high availability based on the industry-standard Virtual Router
Redundancy Protocol (VRRP). High availability enables administrators to ensure that
critical name servers, such as forwarders or primaries, are always responsive. The two
members of a high availability pair share a virtual IP address and constantly synchronize
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changes to configuration and state. Should a member fail or be taken offline for
maintenance (including upgrades), its partner device assumes the virtual IP address and
continues responding.
The GUI can be used to help prevent accidental misconfiguration by diligently checking
all input, ensuring that an administrator can’t inadvertently enter an IP address where a
domain name is called for, or vice versa.
Grid technology can even let administrators provision appliances before they are
ever connected to the network. An administrator can configure a name server, assign
authoritative zones to it, populate those zones, configure forwarding, and so on—and
only later connect the appliance that will support that name server to the network. Once
the appliance has its basic networking configuration and joins the grid, it will retrieve
its configuration and begin serving queries. The corollary to this is the ability to recover
a failed appliance automatically: attach a replacement appliance to the network and
give it the failed appliance’s network configuration, then connect it to the grid. The new
appliance will replicate the failed appliance’s configuration and take over where the old
appliance left off.

PRECEDENT
Capabilities like these are taken for granted in networking appliances such as routers, but
they’re novel among name servers. Yet they are certainly no less useful in name servers.
There’s a lesson here: We’re accustomed to deploying core network services on appliances,
such as routers and firewalls. DNS is no less essential a network service, and ought to
be deployed using appliances. In fact, moving DNS to an appliance platform is part of a
gradual but inexorable migration of critical network services to appliance-based delivery.
The first service to make this migration was the router. Once upon a time, IP routing, too,
was done on a general-purpose operating system platform. A few network interfaces were
slapped into a Unix workstation that ran the routed or gated server. The resulting router,
unfortunately, wasn’t particularly fast, reliable, or secure. Not until routing appliances
were introduced did routing achieve the levels of performance, reliability, and security
required by today’s enterprise networks. The dramatic difference between the utility
of the routing appliance and its predecessors has made the appliance overwhelmingly
successful. In fact, most people assume that a “router” is an appliance; some (younger) IT
professionals don’t even realize that routers were ever run on general-purpose computers.
More recently, networked file services have moved to appliances from big file servers
based on Unix and the Network File System (NFS) or Windows and Microsoft’s File and
Print Sharing services. The performance, reliability, and lower administrative overhead
of network storage appliances have convinced many companies to move to Network
Attached Storage (NAS) and Storage Attached Network (SAN) solutions.
The latest—and perhaps most dramatic—move to an appliance platform was the Internet
firewall. For years, Internet firewalls were general-purpose computers, usually running Unix,
that ran specialized firewall software. In the late 1990s, companies introduced firewall
appliances. The adoption of firewall appliances was even faster than that of routers: within
about four years of their introduction, firewall appliances outsold firewall software.
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Moving DNS to an appliance platform is consistent with the evolution of the delivery
of other network infrastructure services. This only makes sense—after all, there’s no
difference between the reliability required from routing and firewall services and the
reliability required from DNS. In each case, we must simplify the configuration of the
service to deploy it across large enterprise networks. We must secure the service to
protect it against attack. And we must provide resiliency to guard against the failure of
individual components.
Indeed, the approach makes so much sense that it’s natural to wonder what’s next. Once
we’ve built an appliance-based, distributed platform for the delivery of DNS, and have
developed powerful, centralized software to manage it, why not take on other critical
network infrastructure protocols, such as RADIUS or LDAP?

Conclusion
DNS has evolved into the de facto standard naming service on corporate networks. While
organizations have come to rely on DNS to support their everyday business applications,
the protocol and its implementations have grown in complexity. The service has also
become a favorite target for hackers. This makes managing and securing an enterprise
DNS infrastructure at once both imperative and challenging.
The way DNS is most often deployed today—on general-purpose server operating
systems, often with shared or unclear responsibility for the service—places this critical
core network service at risk. DNS best practices need to shift toward consolidating the
enterprise-wide DNS architecture onto secure appliances owned and managed by a single
group, with clear accountability for end-to-end delivery of the service.
Enterprises should seek DNS appliances that support the high-availability features
now expected from networking appliances, such as VRRP, as well as more advanced
provisioning and recovery features, such as distributed grids. To simplify configuration and
guard against accidents, and to allow delegation of day-to-day data management tasks to
junior personnel, organizations should look for a powerful, centrally managed GUI.
Forward-looking enterprises that adopt appliances for DNS can reap the rewards of more
reliable, more secure, and yet less costly DNS infrastructure that provides the foundation
for today’s critical business applications and those to come.
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